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Injection molding is a standard manufacturing process
for plastic parts. The most important process step,
mold filling, involves unsteady nonisothermal flow of a
non-Newtonian molten plastic. Mold-filling flow largely
determines molecular orientation within the final part
and thereby influences final part properties. This article
describes techniques for successfully applying particle
image velocimetry (PIV) to molten plastic flow during
injection molding. The primary experimental challenges
include the following: engineering optical access to the
molten plastic flow at elevated temperatures (230–
2458C) and pressures (�20 MPa), finding particles that
survive the thermal-mechanical environment that melts
the plastic, and developing experimental and data-
reduction techniques that allow multiple imperfect pla-
nar PIV measurements to be combined. Here, a custom
optical-access mold allowed mold center-plane PIV to
be performed in molten polystyrene. Simple statistical
assessments of the velocimetry data and scaled resid-
uals of the continuity equation suggest that the PIV
can be conducted in molten plastics with an uncer-
tainty of 62%. POLYM. ENG. SCI., 51:730–745, 2011. ª 2011
Society of Plastics Engineers

INTRODUCTION

Injection molding is perhaps the most common manu-

facturing method for forming raw plastic pellets into geo-

metrically complex parts. Mold filling, the critical step in

the injection molding process, influences dimensional sta-

bility, mechanical properties, residual stresses, warpage,

and part-to-part consistency. Mold filling involves

unsteady nonisothermal flow of a molten plastic. The ex-

perimental considerations and techniques necessary to

determine in-mold molten-plastic fluid velocities under

industrially relevant injection-molding conditions are pre-

sented here.

Generic injection molding is comprised of a few basic

steps that are cyclically repeated as individual parts are

made. First, room-temperature solid-plastic pellets are

sheared, heated, and melted by an auger screw turning

within a close-fitting temperature-controlled cylinder

called a barrel. This screw also transports the plastic

from the mouth of a pellet hopper to the end the cylin-

der where it collects until it reaches a specified volume

(aka a shot) somewhat greater than the volume of the

mold cavity. At this point, the screw stops turning and

pushes forward as a ram to force the molten plastic shot

through a passageway into the mold. When the melted

plastic fills the mold, the screw’s forward motion slows

as melt pressure builds up and the plastic solidifies in

the mold. After the plastic has solidified, the mold

opens, the part is ejected, and the screw backs up and

begins turning again to build up the next volume (or

shot) of molten plastic for the next cycle. A more thor-

ough description of injection molding is provided by

Dealy and Wissbrun [1].

This study focuses on velocimetry during the mold-

filling step where molten plastic enters the mold through

a small opening called a gate and fills the mold cavity

while forcing air out. Although most mold cavities are

much thinner in one dimension than the other two, the

resulting flow is three-dimensional (3D) in general and

includes a moving plastic-air interface. However, away

from this interface or flow front, much of the flow field

is well described locally by fully developed unidirec-

tional non-Newtonian viscous flow between parallel or

nearly parallel walls. Thus, mid-cavity velocity measure-

ments can potentially be extrapolated to the entire mold-

cavity volume, and, in a rectangular mold cavity, such

mid-cavity measurements can be made using velocimetry

techniques based on planar laser-sheet illumination.

Therefore, the primary diagnostic in this study is planar

digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV) [2]. The pri-

mary challenges in applying DPIV to in-mold polymer

melt flow involve obtaining optical access at the elevated

pressures and temperatures that occur during injection

molding, and circumventing the mechanically restricted

access that an industrial injection molding machine

affords to the flowing plastic. Here, these challenges are

overcome through the design, construction, and use of a

special optical access mold having a (nearly) rectangular

cavity and through the careful selection and use of

appropriate high-reflectivity seed particles that survive

passage through the barrel of the injection-molding

machine.
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Early injection-molding flow-visualization work was

largely qualitative [3]. Visualization studies were often

performed to examine polymer melt flow fronts [4, 5].

These studies were used to validate theoretical and com-

putational models of injection molding flow [6, 7] but did

not provide full-field velocity data. More recent (and

more quantitative) melt flow visualization studies have

been done to study shrinkage [8], melt front propagation

[9], the generation of wave-like flow marks [10], and the

filling of microscale V-grooves [11]. These more recent

studies, however, do not provide the full-field velocity

data of polymer melts that is possible with DPIV.

Non-Newtonian velocimetry studies that provide full-

field velocity data have been done. These studies are

quantitative but they typically do not involve unsteady

flows or molten plastics that solidify, tending to focus

instead on steady flow of non-Newtonian fluids in ideal-

ized geometries [12].

The study presented here is a direct extension of these

prior efforts; it describes the techniques necessary for col-

lection of quantitative in-mold fluid vector-velocity data

from the flow of an industrially relevant molten plastic

that solidifies in the mold. The techniques described here

allow the quantitative study of the in-mold flow that sets

the molecular orientation and residual stress fields that

lead to plastic-part warpage and anisotropic material prop-

erties [1]. In addition, measured in-mold flow field results

provide unique validation data for mold filling computa-

tions and simulations [13]. Furthermore, such quantitative

in-mold velocimetry results may provide new insights into

non-Newtonian flows under industrially relevant condi-

tions.

The remainder of this article is divided into four sec-

tions. The next section describes the experimental setup

including the injection molding machine, the optical

access mold, the plastic, the PIV seed particles, and the

illumination and imaging systems. This is followed by a

discussion of potentially unusual considerations for using

PIV in molten plastics during injection molding. The final

sections present image analysis techniques and sample

results, respectively. A summary of this effort and the

conclusions drawn from it are provided in the final sec-

tion.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The primary experimental platform was a commercial

Cincinnati Milacron VS33 injection- molding machine ca-

pable of injecting a 100 cc shot of molten plastic at 125

MPa into a mold enclosed between its stationary and

moving platens. The machine’s clamp was capable of

holding the platens stationary (and the mold shut) with a

force of 30 tons. Its 0.64-m-long barrel had three separate

heater sections to provide a barrel-axis temperature profile

that enabled the turning screw to appropriately melt the

plastic pellets provided from a gravity-feed hopper. For

the experiments described here, the machine was run in

single-shot mode, as opposed to continuous cyclic opera-

tion, to accommodate synchronization of the various data

collection systems with the mold-filling step. However,

the machine and mold were partially warmed up by the

production of parts before the collection of quantitative

experimental data. The injection-molding machine was

run until it produced consistently good specimens, typi-

cally 10 or more. Melt-flow velocity data was not col-

lected until this threshold had been reached.

The Optical Access Mold

The heart of the molten-plastic flow-field measurement

scheme was an optical access mold, specially designed

for this experiment and described previously [14].

The mold was constructed from a mild tool steel mold

base. An isometric exploded view of the mold is shown

in Fig. 1.

The mold produced nominally rectangular plaques with

dimensions of 109.5 mm by 66.7 mm by 6.3 mm (4 5/1600

by 2 5/800 by 0.2500). The rectangular shape was chosen to

allow planar windows for undistorted viewing and for

ease of meshing in computational mold-filling studies.

The mold had three windows: one along the largest face

(109.5 mm by 66.7 mm) for mold center-plane PIV imag-

ing, and two along the small faces at the top and bottom

of the cavity (66.7 mm by 6.3 mm) to let the particle-illu-

mination laser sheet into and out of the mold.

The portion of the large window in contact with the

230–2458C molten plastic was a polished quartz block 19

mm thick. Here, quartz was chosen for its ability to with-

stand significant temperature gradients without fracturing.

A 3 mm thickness of polycarbonate acted as a buffer

between the quartz and three 25-mm-thick pieces of soda-

lime glass that carried the mold-cavity pressure load.

Here, the stiffness of plate glass was required to maintain

mold-cavity shape when loaded by the filled-cavity pres-

sure in the liquid plastic. These were followed by another

3-mm-thick layer of polycarbonate, and the whole assem-

bly was held in place by a steel brace and six hardened

grade-eight 25.4-mm-diameter bolts. The mold design

pressure (69 MPa) and the projected area of the mold

cavity (73 cm2) lead to a total large-window design load

of �500 kN (�50 metric tons, more that the injection-

molding machine’s clamp tonnage).

The main design challenge for this mold was to pro-

duce a window that could withstand the high-melt pres-

sure produced during the packing phase. Due to the lim-

ited available space beneath the hood of the injection

molding machine, three 25.4-mm thick plates of annealed

silica glass were chosen to form the main viewing win-

dow. Durable clear-plastic plates—made from polycarbon-

ate or acrylic for example—could have been substituted

for the plate glass, but the requisite plastic-plate thickness

that achieved the same stiffness as the glass would have

been difficult to manage and much less transparent.
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An estimate of the maximum safe melt pressure can be

made using standard plate stress formulas [15]. The mod-

ulus of rupture for glass is 50 MPa [16] but the recom-

mended range of tensile stresses for annealed glass lies

between 4 and 10 MPa [17]. To be conservative, a maxi-

mum window tensile stress of 5 MPa was chosen, yield-

ing a safety factor of 10.

For a rectangular plate under uniform loading, the

maximum tensile stress is given by the following:

smax ¼ bPw2

t2
(1)

where P is the melt pressure, w is the width of the mold

cavity (66.7 mm), t is the thickness of the window (76.2

mm), and b is a constant dependent on the boundary con-

ditions and on the aspect ratio of the window [15]. For a

rectangular plate with an aspect ratio of 1.6 and with all

edges fixed, b ¼ 0.2286. Setting the maximum stress

equal to the modulus of rupture of glass and applying a

safety factor of 10 gives an estimated maximum melt

pressure of 28.5 MPa. This estimate was quite accurate.

In actual practice, the melt pressure was taken up to 27.6

MPa. Glass breakage was frequent at higher melt pres-

sures. The injection-molding machine used in this work

was capable of producing a 69 MPa packing pressure, so

the window design was capable of withstanding 40% of

the maximum available packing pressure.

The smaller top and bottom mold windows were only

marginally less problematic. These were rectangular

blocks of either quartz or acrylic and were held in place

in slots machined into a steel block (part no. 5 in Fig. 1)

inserted into the mold base.

A schematic of the mold cavity, windows, and cavity

orientation with respect to the mold’s parting plane is

shown in Fig. 2. There is 1/28 of draft along the top and

bottom windowed faces as well as on the steel face oppo-

site the large window to facilitate ejection of the molded

FIG. 2. Melt flow visualization schematic. The liquid plastic enters the

rectangular mold at the lower right corner. The mold cavity is contained

within the portion of the mold base attached to the moving platen. The

flowing plastic is viewed through a window over the planform area of

the part. Light enters and exits the mold through the windows on its top

and bottom.

FIG. 1. Exploded view of the optical access mold. 1: Sprue bushing. 2: Guide ring. 3: Top clamping plate.

4: ‘‘A’’ plate. 5: Cavity block. 6: ‘‘B’’ plate. 7: Front and rear ejector plates with ejector pins and return pins.

8: Rear clamping plate. 9: Acrylic entrance and exit windows. 10: 19-mm thick quartz window. 11: 3-mm

thick polycarbonate shields. 12: Three 25.4-mm thick glass plates. 13: Steel window brace. 14: Six 25.4-mm

diameter hardened steel bolts.
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parts. The nontransparent interior surfaces of the mold

were steam treated to provide a uniform blue-black finish

to improve the contrast of the PIV images.

Typically, flat plaques such as those made in this study

would be made with one of the large (109.5 mm by 66.7

mm) faces on the parting plane for easy part ejection. As

shown in Fig. 2, the parts were made with one of the

109.5 mm by 6.3 mm faces on the parting plane. This un-

usual orientation allows full visualization of the mold cav-

ity from the side of the machine where digital-camera

placement was possible. Plus, it also extends the

machine’s clamping capability to parts with larger plan-

form area. By placing one of the smaller edges in contact

with the stationary half of the mold, higher in-mold pres-

sures could be reached than would be possible with a

more typical orientation of the mold cavity and the part-

ing plane.

A disadvantage of the chosen cavity orientation was

part-ejection difficulty caused by frictional contact

between the largest faces of the molded part and fixed

mold surfaces. This necessitated longer-than-typical cool-

ing times to promote part shrinkage, and, at times, loosen-

ing or removal of the large PIV window to allow ejection

of the solidified part. Another restriction resulting from

this orientation is that the gate must be placed along the

cavity face that is in contact with the stationary half of

the mold. In this study, the gate was a 3.1-mm-diameter

semicircular channel centered 5 mm above the lower right

corner of the part (Figs. 2 and 3).

The mold temperature was monitored with an insulated

T-type thermocouple mounted 6 mm below the surface of

the large mold surface on the metal side of the mold. A

second thermocouple was used to monitor the ambient air

temperature.

Characterizing the Polymer and Particle Mixture

Molten plastics are non-Newtonian fluids and require

detailed characterization. The plastic used in this study,

STYRON 615APR, is an FDA compliant all-purpose

polystyrene typically used in medical, pharmaceutical,

and packaging applications. It is commercially available,

relatively easy to mold, and transparent in both the liquid

and solid states. STYRON 615APR has a specific gravity

of 1.04 and a measured zero-shear viscosity of 295 6 3

Pa s at 2458C. A unique feature of PIV in this study is

that the particles and plastic must be mixed in the solid

state. Here, the particles and plastic pellets were weighed

separately, mixed together by shaking, and simply poured

together into the hopper of the injection-molding

machine.

Samples of the polymer and particle mixture were

tested at 2458C by a commercial laboratory where viscos-

ity measurements were performed on a Goettfert Rheo-

graph 2003 capillary rheometer (viscosity error 6 2.49%)

using a representative mixture of STYRON615 APR pel-

lets and PIV particles. Lower shear rate viscosity meas-

urements were made by invoking the Cox-Merz Rule [1]

on dynamic test results obtained from a Rheometrics

ARES cone and plate rheometer (viscosity error 6
1.17%) using 25-mm-diameter disks cut from the center

of plaques molded at 2308C at an injection rate of 23.0

cc/s. The resulting viscosity measurements are shown in

Fig. 4.

This composite viscosity curve can be fitted using the

Carreau model [18].

Z ¼ Z0 1þ tġð Þ2
h in�1

2

(2)

where Z is the viscosity, Z0 is the zero-shear viscosity, t
is a time constant, _c is the shear rate, and n is the power-

law exponent. The best-fit Carreau parameters leading to

the curve shown in Fig. 4 are g0 ¼ 295 6 3 Pa s, s ¼
0.019 6 0.001 s, and n ¼ 0.42 6 0.01. The shear thin-

ning behavior shown in Fig. 4 is common for molten

plastics. At high-strain rates, the Carreau model reduces

to the simpler power law model.

Z ¼ mġn�1 (3)

with n ¼ 0.42 and m ¼ Z0t
n � 1 ¼ 2900 6 100 Pa � sn.

The time constant from the Carreau model can be used

to estimate the Deborah number De [18], defined as the

ratio of the characteristic time of the fluid to the charac-

teristic time of the flow. Solid-like behavior is observed

for De � 1 and fluid-like behavior is observed for

De � 1. Viscoelastic behavior is observed for De � O(1).

Here, De can be evaluated as the s determined from the

viscosity fit divided by mold-cavity filling time to find De
�0.005 to 0.01; thus, viscoelasticity should play little or

no role in the flow studied in this work.

FIG. 3. Schematic of the mold cavity. The top and bottom edges

include 1/28 of draft to aid in the ejection of the part from the mold.

The gate is 5 mm above the lower right corner of the mold. The mold

cavity is 6 mm thick. All dimensions are in millimeters.
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The polymer-particle mixture was also tested by Mold-

flow Plastics Labs using an injection molding rheometer

over a temperature range of 220.1–273.48C. The Cross-

WLF [19] coefficients were calculated from this data and

are presented in Table 1.

In addition, the first normal stress coefficient C1 [18]

was measured as a function of shear rate _c for the poly-

mer-particle mixture and is shown in Fig. 5. The first nor-

mal stress coefficient is zero for Newtonian fluids

and indicates that normal stresses are isotropic. It is

reported here to complete the characterization of the mol-

ten plastic.

PIV Particle Selection

There are many practical issues in particle selection

for molten plastic PIV that are not found in standard PIV

experiments. Most of these issues stem from the fact that

the PIV particles must be introduced into the plastic’s

flow path, whereas in the plastic is still solid pellets.

Many of the particles typically used in PIV experiments

do not survive the plastic melting process in the barrel of

the injection-molding machine.

During the course of this experiment, many different

particles having a nominal size of several tens of microns

were considered and tested. These included copper

spheres, aluminum spheres, aluminum oxide powder,

uncoated aluminum powder, titanium dioxide powder,

hollow glass spheres, silvered glass spheres, fluorescent

plastic spheres, silvered plastic flakes, and square-cut alu-

minum glitter. The particle that was finally selected is

manufactured under the trade name Alu*flake by the Glit-

terex Corporation. These clear-coated precision-cut square

aluminum flakes measuring 0.1 mm 6 0.03 mm on a side

with a thickness of 0.013 mm were tough, highly reflec-

tive, and had an equivalent spherical diameter of 60 lm.

To measure the impact of the particles on the molten

plastic viscosity, several tests were conducted using an

Instron 1611 capillary rheometer. Viscosity curves were

measured using virgin STYRON 615APR pellets with and

without 0.02%-by-weight aluminum particles at 2308C
using a capillary with 25.49 6 0.03 mm length and 1.273

mm 6 0.5% diameter. No discernable difference in the

viscosity curves was observed.

Illumination and Image Acquisition

The PIV system implemented in this study did not

involve any special or unique elements. Particle illumina-

tion was provided by the beam from a pulsed Spectra-

Physics GCR-130-030 Nd:YAG laser that was spread into

a 1-mm-thick sheet centered on the mid plane of the mold

cavity parallel to its largest faces. The sheet-producing

optics was held by a floor-mounted optical rail that was

mechanically isolated from the injection-molding machine

to prevent vibration transmission to the optical train. The

laser’s pulses carried an energy of 93 mJ and were nomi-

nally 6–7 ns in duration.

Planar images of the particles on the center plane of

the mold were acquired with a Pulnix TM-9701 camera

having a resolution of 600 by 480 pixels running at 30

frames per second. The vertical sync signal was stripped

from the camera and used to trigger the pulsed laser. Dur-

ing an experiment, the laboratory was darkened and the

FIG. 4. Viscosity data for STYRON 615APR with 0.02% (by weight)

loading of aluminum flakes at a temperature of 2458C. The circles repre-

sent the magnitude of the complex viscosities determined by an ARES

cone and plate rheometer (viscosity error 6 1.17%). The squares repre-

sent data taken with a Goettfert Rheograph 2003 capillary rheometer

(viscosity error 6 2.49%). The Cox-Merz rule was used to combine the

two data sets. The solid line represents a best fit of the Carreau model

with constants g0 ¼ 295 6 3 Pa s, s ¼ 0.019 6 0.001 s, and n ¼ 0.42

6 0.01.

TABLE 1. Cross-WLF parameters for STYRON615 APR with 0.02%

by weight loading of aluminum flakes.

n s (Pa) D1 (Pa s) D2 (K) D3 (K/Pa) A1 A2 (K)

0.3720 21765.5 4.32561e10 373.15 0 25.245 51.600

FIG. 5. First normal stress coefficient C1 for STYRON 615APR with

0.02% (by weight) loading of aluminum flakes at a temperature of

2458C, (error 6 1.17%).
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camera was run with an open shutter since the laser-pulse

exposure time was small enough to freeze the moving

particles at the 10–20 cm/s flow speeds encountered in

these experiments. The acquired images were transmitted

digitally to a PC computer using Video Savant 3.0 soft-

ware where they were stored for subsequent analysis.

The overall imaging system was geometrically cali-

brated to remove radial and tangential optical distortion

using a nonlinear image correction scheme [20]. A check-

erboard target was placed in the mold at various orienta-

tions. The mold was closed and the CCD camera was

used to take calibration images of the checkerboard target.

All mold glass was in place during this procedure. During

postprocessing of the calibration images, the corners of

the checkerboard squares were located and the target ori-

entation was calculated. A sixth-order distortion model

was then created, and the radial and tangential distortions

of the calibration images were calculated. This model was

then used to correct the distortions in the movies of the

polymer melt flow. In the current experiments, mold fill-

ing typically took 1–4 s and was captured on 30 to 120

frames. Each frame was corrected using this procedure

before PIV analysis. The standard deviation of the image

correction across an entire image frame was typically 1.0

pixels.

Considerations for Use of PIV in Molten Plastics

Injection molding involves the unsteady, nonisothermal

flow of a shear thinning, viscoelastic liquid at elevated

temperatures and pressures. In this study, the nominal

melt pressures were as high as 70 MPa in the barrel of

the injection-molding machine and as high as 20 MPa in

the mold cavity after it is filled. Plastic temperatures

ranged from 208C in the machine’s hopper to 2458C at

the end of the barrel. In the mold cavity, the moving mol-

ten plastic has a free surface and it solidifies as it flows.

Interestingly, these experimental conditions provide both

benefits and challenges to the implementation of planar

DPIV in molten plastics, and these considerations are

described in this section.

First of all, molten plastics are orders of magnitude

more viscous than the Newtonian fluids where PIV is com-

monly used. This is typically advantageous for the success

of PIV. A molten plastic flow tends to have relatively weak

spatial and temporal velocity gradients when compared

with an equivalent speed water flow; this is especially true

when the water flow is turbulent. In this study, the highest

Reynolds number based on mold cavity thickness and the

zero-shear viscosity is 1.4 3 10�4, so the spatial and tem-

poral resolution issues faced in higher-Reynolds-number

Newtonian PIV are avoided. In addition, the high viscosity

of molten plastics allows denser-than-plastic particles to be

used without sacrificing flow-tracking accuracy. However,

inducing motion of a high-viscosity fluid requires a large

pressure difference which leads to optical-access structural-

engineering challenges.

A second beneficial feature for implementing PIV in

molten plastic flow involves the shear thinning character-

istics of the fluid that blunt the flow profile when com-

pared with an equivalent Newtonian flow. For example,

the velocity profile, u(y), for pressure-gradient-driven flow

of a power-law fluid in a parallel-wall channel of width

2B is given by the following:

u ¼ umax 1� y

B

��� ���nþ1
n

� �
(4)

where y is measured from the center of the channel. This

velocity profile is plotted in Fig. 6 for constant umax and

power law indices 0.42 (the value for polystyrene) and

1.0 (a Newtonian fluid). The Carreau model profile is not

self similar and is a function of the pressure gradient,

which varies throughout the mold cavity. The Carreau

profile would lie within the envelope defined by the New-

tonian and power-law profiles. In this study, the mid-cav-

ity PIV illumination plane nominally lies at y ¼ 0 in Fig.

6, so the PIV-measured velocity is presumed to be umax.

The broad, flat maximum in the power-law-fluid’s ve-

locity profile is a boon for the current mid-cavity imple-

mentation of PIV because, for a fixed error level, it

allows the use of a thicker laser sheet and more misalign-

ment of the laser sheet with respect to the channel center

plane (y ¼ 0) than that allowed by the parabolic Newto-

nian-fluid profile.

The third important consideration for the use of PIV to

determine mold-cavity center-plane velocities involves the

3D fountain flow that forms near the moving plastic-air

interface or flow front. Figure 7 shows schematic stream-

lines of a cross section of this fountain flow in a parallel-

wall channel. The frame of reference for these streamlines

moves at the speed of the flow front, and stagnation point

at the tip of the flow front lies at the center of the chan-

nel. Here, the molten plastic flows from the gate toward

the flow front in the center of the channel. As the center-

FIG. 6. Fully developed nondimensionalized velocity profiles for a

shear-thinning liquid with power law exponent n ¼ 0.42 and a Newto-

nian liquid in a channel of width 2B.
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plane flow reaches the front, it is divided and redirected,

like a fountain, toward the cavity walls where it turns and

flows backward (in this frame of reference). In a nonmov-

ing frame of reference, the molten plastic does not flow

backward. The plastic begins solidification once it has

made contact with the wall.

Fountain flow effects the current implementation of

PIV in the neighborhood of the flow front because it

includes significant noncavity-center-plane velocities and

velocity gradients. Therefore, the current PIV results very

close to the flow front cannot be readily extrapolated to

the mold-cavity walls. In addition, current near-flow-front

PIV velocity measurements should not be expected to sat-

isfy the 2D center-plane continuity equation because of

the existence of nontrivial center-plane-normal fountain-

flow velocity gradients. Fountain flow causes other prob-

lems as well. The curvature of the flow front acts as a

lens and can cause glare and distort particle image

motions near the flow front. Fortunately, these two prob-

lems, out-of-plane motion and glare, are largely confined

to the same regions of the PIV images.

However, laser sheet reflection from, and distortion by,

the moving flow front also causes shadows and uneven

illumination as the front moves and changes shape during

mold filling. Figure 8 illustrates both problems. In this

figure, the laser sheet enters the mold cavity on the left,

the gate is near the lower left corner of the image, the

speckled semicircle is the flowing plastic, the speckles are

the aluminum glitter, the edge of the semicircle is the

flow front, and reflections of varying strength roughly out-

line the 109.5 mm by 66.7 mm dimensions of the mold

cavity. Here, the flowing plastic is predominantly moving

away from the lower left corner of the image. The bright

triangular region ahead of the flow front to the right is an

unintentionally illuminated precursor vapor that enters the

mold ahead of the molten plastic. At the left edge of the

region labeled A, the curvature of the flow front prevents

the penetration of the laser sheet creating a shadow zone

where the particles are underilluminated. In the region la-

beled B, the curved flow front reflects the laser light back

into the polymer melt, creating a saturated zone in which

the particles are overilluminated. These optical effects

lead to a tedious balancing of the particle seeding density

and laser illumination. If the seed density or laser illumi-

nation is too high, this region oversaturates and becomes

unusable for PIV image processing. Yet, if the seed den-

sity or laser illumination is low enough to completely

avoid such oversaturation, other portions of the flow field

may be underilluminated.

When the molten plastic reaches the mold-cavity wall

nearest to the letter A, the shadow zone issue disappears,

but the melt-front interface reflection problem intensifies

because the flow front changes shape rapidly and the

reflected laser light sweeps further into the region behind

the front, see Fig. 9. Thus, the brightness of individual

FIG. 7. Schematic of streamlines for fountain flow in a frame of refer-

ence traveling with the stagnation point ‘‘A.’’ The flow in the center of

the channel reaches a stagnation point at the front and is redirected to

the walls, causing out-of-plane motion near the front.

FIG. 8. Uneven illumination due to total internal reflection. In the por-

tion of the image labeled A, the laser sheet is reflected from the interface

and fails to illuminate particles in the polymer melt. In the portion of the

image labeled B, the laser sheet is reflected back into the polymer melt

causing the region behind the front to be overilluminated.

FIG. 9. Uneven illumination due to total internal reflection. In this por-

tion of the mold filling, the front changes shape rapidly and the reflected

laser light sweeps through the area behind the front like a searchlight.
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particles in the swept region may change drastically from

frame to frame, causing problems for the PIV image-

cross-correlation software.

In addition, the current implementation of DPIV lacked

the frame rate and resolution to measure the center-plane

flow near the gate where it is predominantly radial and

the largest center-plane velocity gradients exist. One of

the chief sources of error in PIV analysis is the presence

of velocity gradients within an interrogation volume that

cause particles within the same interrogation window to

separate between image frames [21, 22]. When this sepa-

ration exceeds a particle diameter, the PIV spatial correla-

tion may fail. To estimate the severity of this problem

near the gate in this study, consider two particles of diam-

eter dp that are separated by a distance of N/2M in a ra-

dial flow of strength Q issuing from a 908 corner in a

channel of width 2B, where N/2 is the half width of the

interrogation window in pixels and M is the image magni-

fication factor in units of pixels/unit length. After a time

Dt, the particles will separate by a particle diameter if

they are within a critical radius Rc of the flow source,

where

Rc ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
QNDt

8pMdpB

s
(5)

For this work, the maximum flow rate was Q ¼ 34.5 cc/s,

the particle’s equivalent diameter is 60 mm, Dt is 1/30 s,

the channel width 2B ¼ 6.3 mm, and the magnification

factor M is 5.2 pixels/mm, giving a maximum critical ra-

dius of 38.6 mm. Thus, standard PIV techniques may be

unreliable or fail altogether for particles whose radial dis-

tance from the gate is smaller than Rc. So, when the sam-

ple PIV results are displayed, a semicircular region of ra-

dius Rc near the gate is excluded.

An issue that went largely unaddressed in this study is

the temperature dependence of the plastic’s index of

refraction and the nonisothermal character of the flow; it

is cooler at the mold’s wall than at the mold center plane.

The optical effect of nonisothermal flow leads to potential

variation of the laser sheet thickness within the mold cav-

ity. The molten plastic’s index of refraction decreases

with increasing temperature [23] so the net effect of the

nonisothermal flow is a slight defocusing of the laser

sheet.

Figure 9 may be used to estimate the index of refrac-

tion of the polystyrene melt. The laser sheet enters from

the left with rays parallel to the long edges of the mold.

Parallel streaks of light are also visible in the precursor

gas leading the flow front, a gas that is given off during

the preparation of the melt in the barrel of the injection-

molding machine. These parallel streaks of light can be

extended back to the flow front and the angles of inci-

dence and refraction with the melt front can be meas-

ured. Snell’s Law can then be used to calculate the index

of refraction of the polymer melt, leading to a value of

1.45 6 0.02. The nominal index of refraction of solid

STYRON615APR as provided by the manufacturer is

1.59.

As mentioned earlier, the relatively high viscosity of

the molten plastic allowed the use of metallic particles in

this study. The standard requirement for a particle to track

the flow is for the Stokes number, St ¼ d2pqp=18gT, to be

much less than unity. Here, dp is the particle diameter, qp
is the particle material density, g is the viscosity of the

fluid, and T is the time it takes to fill the mold cavity.

The Stokes numbers of the particles used in these studies

ranged from O(10�2) to O(10�1).

Another tracking issue to consider, especially with

heavy particles, is the effect of gravity on particle

motion. The slip velocity of a spherical PIV particle sub-

ject to a gravitational acceleration g is given by

Vslip ¼ d2pðqp � qfÞg=18g, where qf is the fluid density

[24]. For the aluminum flakes and STYRON615 APR

used in these experiments, the slip velocity is on the order

of 10�8 m/s and is completely negligible.

These Stokes number and slip velocity calculations are

based on the assumption that the particle experiences

Stokes drag in a Newtonian fluid. In molten plastics, these

assumptions may not apply. There is an extensive litera-

ture on the drag of spheres in creeping non-Newtonian

fluids [25], but experimental data relating to the nonspher-

ical particle dynamics in non-Newtonian fluids are more

rare. Thus, an equivalent spherical diameter must be cho-

sen in order to use the available sphere-drag literature to

assess the impact of non-Newtonian fluid parameters on

PIV analysis.

The general consensus of available research is that

shear-thinning effects enhance the drag on spherical par-

ticles [25]. This is good for PIV in polymer melts because

it further decreases the Stokes number. Computational

studies of the drag coefficient for spheres in Carreau flu-

ids [26] have been compared with experimental results

[27]. A functional form was given for X, the ratio of the

measured drag in a shear-thinning fluid to the Stokes drag

in a Newtonian fluid:

X ¼ 1þ k
2tVslip

dp

� �2
" #ðn�1Þ=2

(6)

where k is a fit parameter. Setting k ¼ 0.275 matched a

wide range of experimental data within 610% [26]. Using

a slip velocity of 2.5 � 10�8 m/s, the 60 mm nominal alu-

minum glitter size, and the Carreau-fit parameters for

STYRON615 APR leads to a value of X ¼ 0.99. Thus,

the drag experienced by a particle in the molten polysty-

rene should be the same as that experienced by a particle

in a Newtonian fluid with a viscosity equal to the zero-

shear viscosity of the molten polystyrene. This result is in

accord with the general consensus that shear thinning

effects are neutral or somewhat enhance the Stokes drag

[25].
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Viscoelasticity can also affect particle drag. Viscoelas-

ticity typically reduces particle drag [25] but its effects

are completely overshadowed by shear-thinning effects at

the low Reynolds numbers of this study.

The final particle-motion consideration involves parti-

cle migration across shear planes in non-Newtonian flow.

In a series of tubular Couette and Poiseuille flows of

shear thinning and viscoelastic fluids, Gauthier et al. [28,

29] demonstrated that neutrally buoyant rigid spherical

particles moved laterally, a phenomenon that would not

be observed in Newtonian flows. For shear thinning fluids,

particles tended to move in the direction of the shear

stress gradient, from the center toward the outer wall. The

migration velocity dropped with increasing distance from

the tube axis. For viscoelastic fluids, the behavior was

reversed. Particles moved in the direction of decreasing

shear stress gradient, from the walls toward the tube axis.

The migration velocity dropped with decreasing distance

from the tube axis. In both cases, the migration velocities

increased with increasing flow rate.

This phenomenon raises concerns for PIV in molten

plastics. Such particle migration can lead to out-of-plane

motions [21] that cause particles to enter or leave the

laser sheet between consecutive PIV images. It is difficult

to gauge the magnitude of this effect in injection-molding

flow due to a lack of information in the literature. Gauth-

ier’s experiments on cylindrical flows have not been

extended to channel flows, the more typical injection-

molding geometry. However, since the shear stress gradi-

ent approaches zero at the center plane of an injection-

molding flow, any particle migration effects there should

be small.

Particle migration due to viscoelasticity must also be

considered. The lateral migration rate of a rigid sphere in

an unbounded second-order fluid has been calculated,

assuming low particle Reynolds number and low Weis-

senberg number [30, 31]. Applying these results to a pres-

sure-gradient-driven channel flow gives the following

relation for the lateral particle velocity [32]:

Ulateral ¼ � 482

25

N1

Z
1þ 259

241
a

� �
a

2B

� �2 q2

16B4
y (7)

where a is the radius of the sphere, B is the channel half

width, N1 is the first normal stress difference, a is the

negative of the ratio of the first and second normal stress

differences, and q is the 2D volumetric flow rate. For

STYRON 615APR, rheometry measurements produced

N1 ¼ 1000 Pa. A value for the second normal stress dif-

ference was estimated as 0.4a [33]. The highest value of

the volume flow rate used in this work is 34.5 cc/s and

dividing it by the specimen width of 66.7 mm gives Q ¼
5.25 cm2/s. Taking y ¼ 0.5 mm to be the edge of the

laser sheet and using these values gives a worst-case esti-

mate of the particle migration velocity Ulateral ¼ �0.17

mm/s, the negative sign indicating that the migration is

toward the mid plane of the mold cavity. For the condi-

tions described earlier, typical PIV velocities were on the

order of 3 to 20 cm/s, indicating that particle migration

due to viscoelastic effects will be negligible. Moreover,

this migration velocity approaches zero for particles

closer to the mold-cavity mid plane.

Image Analysis

The raw 480 by 600 camera frames required signifi-

cant preprocessing before PIV analysis. First, the raw

images were corrected to account for geometrical optical

distortion as described earlier. The cavity boundaries and

the flow front were then manually extracted from the

images. The flow fronts were used to calculate the local

flow front velocities from differences between images

and the assumption that the flow front always moved

perpendicular to itself. The flow fronts and cavity boun-

daries were used to create binary masks to isolate

the polymer melt from the rest of the image. The

masked images were then used as the inputs for the PIV

analysis.

The PIV analysis was accomplished with DaVis 6.2.2

software by cross-correlating square windows within con-

secutive images from the mold-filling movies. Adaptive

multipass was used employing 1282-, 642-, and 322-pixel2

windows with 50% overlap, resulting in a grid of dis-

placement vectors spaced by 16 pixels (3.5 mm). The

resulting data was smoothed using a 3 3 3 Gaussian fil-

ter. The PIV output was then scaled to laboratory coordi-

nates and multiplied by the camera frame rate to calculate

the velocity vectors.

The lack of control in obtaining an even distribution of

particles throughout the flow field and the illumination

problems caused by melt-front shadowing and reflections

lead to large gaps in any single PIV field where velocity

data could not be retrieved. The locations and number of

these gaps would vary unpredictably from cycle to cycle.

This situation is illustrated in Fig. 10 which shows two

PIV fields at the 90% fill time for two different specimens

made under the same molding conditions during the same

run of parts. Velocity vector drop outs are evident in both

fields, but in different locations.

Fortunately, the overall flow field was repeatable and

smooth, even if the particle density was inconsistent.

Thus, different PIV movies made under the same condi-

tions were pooled to overcome the random defects in par-

ticle density and illumination.

Sets of six to eight PIV vector fields for the same

processing conditions were superposed for each time of

interest, 30, 50, 70, and 90% of the fill time. Median ve-

locity components were selected at each grid point. The

median was chosen rather than the average at each point

since the median is more robust and is less likely to be

affected by velocity vector dropout and undetected spuri-

ous velocity vectors. The intended effect of taking

the median at each spatial location was to eliminate the
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spatial data gaps. An example of the outcome after me-

dian filtering is shown in Fig. 11.

To assess shot-to-shot repeatability, the flow fronts

from the superposed PIV images were also superposed on

each other and the entire set used as an input to a polyno-

mial-fitting scheme. Flow front positions fell within a

range of 61 mm around the best-fit front. As an example,

Fig. 12 shows a superposition of flow fronts from six data

sets and the best fit curves calculated from them.

To estimate the error involved in median filtering, the

set of velocity vector components were sorted at each

point. The two vector components bracketing the median

value were examined to determine a range about the me-

dian. This range was typically 62% of the median value.

The overall accuracy of the median-filtered PIV fields was

assessed through a calculation and nondimensionalization of

residuals of the continuity equation. The polymer flow in this

study is effectively incompressible during the mold-filling

process, and the mold-cavity center-plane flow can be consid-

ered 2D except for the region near the front where fountain

flow occurs. Here, the continuity equation, r �~v ¼ 0, was

approximated in two dimensions as follows:

Du
Dx

þ Dv
Dy

¼ eðx; yÞ (8)

where Du/Dx and Dv/Dy are numerical approximations of

the velocity gradients based on the central differences of

PIV vector components and grid spacings, and e is a re-

sidual or error term with units of inverse time. This error

will be a function of position for any given PIV vector

field. The error arises from three-dimensionality in the

flow field, inaccuracies in the PIV data itself, and from

the inherent numerical error arising from discrete approxi-

mations of derivatives.

Since the velocities within an interrogation volume were

considered constant, the error term is also constant within an

interrogation volume. Integrating the error over the interrog-

ation volume results in a quantity with the units of volume

flow rate. This quantity may be scaled by the injection flow

FIG. 10. PIV vector fields computed at the 90% fill time for two different specimens molded under the

same conditions during the same run of parts. The PIV fields have missing vectors in different places of

the flow field. The PIV fields also show the failure of the PIV software to resolve the correct vectors near

the gate.

FIG. 11. The result of median filtering a set of seven PIV fields calcu-

lated at the same point of fill from specimens molded at identical condi-

tions. Two of the PIV fields used in the set are shown in Fig. 10. A

dead-zone radius was applied around the gate to eliminate vectors from

the region where the PIV analysis fails.

FIG. 12. Flow fronts extracted from data sets molded at identical con-

ditions at 30, 50, 70, and 90% of the fill time. The data points shown

are subsets of the actual data for clarity of plotting. The best-fit fronts

calculated from these fronts are also displayed.
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rate of the flow to give a nondimensionalized form of the

continuity-equation error as follows:

e* ¼ VIe
Q

(9)

where VI is the volume of an interrogation cell and Q is

the injection rate of the flow. Here, the dimensionless e*
can be interpreted as a field of volume sources and sinks

scaled by the volume flow rate of the injection flow

through the gate. If e* ¼ 0 at a point, then the continuity

equation is satisfied perfectly at that point. As the magni-

tude of e* at a point approaches 61, the erroneous source

or sink strength at that point approaches that of the injec-

tion flow rate.

SAMPLE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figures 13–16 provide a sample of the velocity fields

and flow fronts measured with the experimental apparatus

and techniques described earlier. The molten plastic was

at a temperature of 2458C and the injection rate was 11.5

cc/s. The median velocity fields and melt fronts shown in

these figures are drawn from eight digital movies. Results

are shown at 30, 50, 70, and 90% of the fill time of 4 s.

Corresponding contour plots are also presented showing e*,
the nondimensionalized continuity error. These errors were typ-

ically in the range of62% with extreme values reaching�5%.
An interesting feature of these plots is the region of apparent

flow sinks near the flow front (especially obvious in Figs. 15b
and 16b). This is to be expected because of the fountain flow’s

center-plane-normal velocity gradient at the flow front.

FIG. 13. PIV vectors (a) and scaled continuity contours (b) for an injection flow of 11.5 cc/s at 2458C at

30% of the total fill time of 4 s. The region around the gate in the lower left corner cannot be resolved due

to particle separation between image frames. The color bar below the contour plot shows the scaled continu-

ity error as a percentage of the injection flow rate. An error of 5 on this scale corresponds to an artificial vol-

ume source equal to 5% of the magnitude of the injection flow rate.

FIG. 14. PIV vectors (a) and scaled continuity contours (b) for an injection flow of 11.5 cc/s at 2458C at

50% of the total fill time.
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FIG. 16. PIV vectors (a) and scaled continuity contours (b) for an injection flow of 11.5 cc/s at 2458C at

90% of the total fill time.

FIG. 17. PIV vectors (a) and scaled continuity contours (b) for an injection flow of 17.3 cc/s at 2458C at

30% of the total fill time.

FIG. 15. PIV vectors (a) and scaled continuity contours (b) for an injection flow of 11.5 cc/s at 2458C at

70% of the total fill time.
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FIG. 19. PIV vectors (a) and scaled continuity contours (b) for an injection flow of 17.3 cc/s at 2458C at

70% of the total fill time.

FIG. 18. PIV vectors (a) and scaled continuity contours (b) for an injection flow of 17.3 cc/s at 2458C at

50% of the total fill time.

FIG. 20. PIV vectors (a) and scaled continuity contours (b) for an injection flow of 17.3 cc/s at 2458C at

90% of the total fill time.
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Figures 17–20 show a similar sequence of mid-plane

velocity fields and continuity error contour plots for mol-

ten plastic at 2458C and an injection rate of 17.3 cc/s.

Figures 21–24 show the mid-plane velocity fields and

continuity error contours for molten plastic at 2458C and

an injection rate of 34.5 cc/s.

As the injection rate increases, the radius of the zone

around the gate where PIV fails also increases as pre-

dicted in Eq. 5. The magnitude of the velocity vectors

increases with increasing injection rate, but the orientation

of the vectors is unaffected by injection rate for this cav-

ity geometry in the range of injection rates studied. Anal-

ysis of the velocity data shows that the vector fields scale

linearly with injection rate. For example, the injection rate

in Figs. 21–24 was three times the injection rate in Figs.

13–16. If the magnitudes of the velocity vectors shown in

Figs. 21–24 are divided by a factor of the 3, the resulting

velocity fields are statistically indistinguishable from the

velocity fields shown in Figs. 13–16.

CONCLUSIONS

This article describes the experimental techniques and

considerations that allow particle image velocimetry (PIV)

to be applied to flowing molten polystyrene as it fills the

mold cavity in an industrial injection molding machine at

temperatures, pressures, and flow rates typical of production

processes. In this technique development effort, the experi-

mental challenges included temperatures from 230–2458C,
pressures exceeding 20 MPa, and a lack of access to the

flowing molten plastic for injecting and mixing seed par-

ticles. These challenges were overcome with a custom-

designed optical-access mold, aluminum-glitter seed particles

that survive the machine’s thermal-mechanical plastic melt-

ing process, and median filtering of repeated velocity field

measurements to obtain complete mold-cavity center-plane

velocity fields. In addition, assessments of a variety of shear

thinning and viscoelastic effects that could potentially lead

to unexpected particle motions suggest that the chosen par-

FIG. 22. PIV vectors (a) and scaled continuity contours (b) for an injection flow of 34.5 cc/s at 2458C at

50% of the total fill time.

FIG. 21. PIV vectors (a) and scaled continuity contours (b) for an injection flow of 34.5 cc/s at 2458C at

30% of the total fill time.
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ticles adequately follow the flow of molten plastic. Uncer-

tainty in the final 2D mold-cavity center-plane PIV median-

filtered velocities was determined to be 62%. Residuals

from a discrete 2D evaluation of the continuity equation on

the mold-cavity center plane were calculated and found to

be typically less than 2% of the injection flow rate.

The following conclusions can be drawn from this

study. (1) The custom-designed optical access mold that

included plate glass as a structural element was suffi-

ciently durable for this study with a design safety factor

of 10 on the glass plates. Even though the total PIV win-

dow thickness was �10 cm, it provided sufficient optical

clarity for PIV measurements. (2) Aluminum glitter was

robust and reflective enough for this development effort

even though it was merely mixed with the solid plastic

pellets before they were melted. The process of injection

molding does not readily allow particle mixing after the

plastic is melted; thus, adequately reflective particles that

survive the plastic melting process are essential. How-

ever, lack of control over the particle-mixing process led

to seed uniformity problems that necessitated repetition

of experiments. (3) The high viscosity and shear thinning

character of the molten plastic leads to smoothly varying

in-mold flow and a blunted velocity profile between

nearby nearly parallel surfaces. Both factors are advan-

tages for the application of PIV in such flows because

they allow the use of relatively dense metallic particles

and ordinary digital cameras operating at standard video

frame rates and because they reduce laser-sheet thickness

and alignment concerns. (4) The evolving location and

shape of the plastic-air interface (or flow front) within

the mold caused particle illumination to be unsteady and

this is detrimental for the application of PIV to molten

plastic flow during mold filling. When coupled with non-

uniform seeding, this problem could only be surmounted

by a trial-and-error effort to find an acceptable seeding

FIG. 23. PIV vectors (a) and scaled continuity contours (b) for an injection flow of 34.5 cc/s at 2458C at

70% of the total fill time.

FIG. 24. PIV vectors (a) and scaled continuity contours (b) for an injection flow of 34.5 cc/s at 2458C at

90% of the total fill time.
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level and by repeating experiments and combining

results. (5) Median filtering is a successful PIV-measure-

ment combination technique for multiple experiments

conducted under the same conditions. It is less sensitive

to vector drop outs and erroneous vectors than simple

averaging, and the nearest-value measurements at any

location provide a ready estimate of the median-filtered

PIV-field uncertainty. (6) For this cavity geometry, the

velocity fields scaled linearly with injection rate for the

range of injection rates studied. (7) The 62% continuity

equation residuals in this study suggest that the techni-

ques described here may be successful enough for quan-

titative comparisons with mold filling simulations.
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